We propose to revisit knowledge transfer for training object detectors on target classes from weakly supervised training images, helped by a set of source classes with bounding-box annotations. We present a unified knowledge transfer framework based on training a single neural network multi-class object detector over all source classes, organized in a semantic hierarchy. This generates proposals with scores at multiple levels in the hierarchy, which we use to explore knowledge transfer over a broad range of generality, ranging from class-specific (bycicle to motorbike) to class-generic (objectness to any class). Experiments on the 200 object classes in the ILSVRC 2013 detection dataset show that our technique (1) leads to much better performance on the target classes (70.3% CorLoc, 36.9% mAP) than a weakly supervised baseline which uses manually engineered objectness [11] (50.5% CorLoc, 25.4% mAP).
Introduction
Recent advances such as [17, 28, 33, 50] have resulted in reliable object class detectors, which predict both the class label and the location of objects in an image. Typically, detectors are trained under full supervision, which requires manually drawing object bounding-boxes in a large number of training images. This is tedious and very timeconsuming. Therefore, several research efforts have been devoted to training object detectors under weak supervision, i.e. using only image-level labels [2, 4, 7, 8, 21, 29, 36, 40, 41, 42, 48] . While this is substantially cheaper, the resulting detectors typically perform considerably worse than their fully supervised counterparts.
In recent years a few large datasets such as Ima-geNet [35] and COCO [27] have appeared, which provide many bounding-box annotations for a wide variety of classes. Since many classes share visual characteristics, we can leverage these annotations when learning a new class. In this paper we propose a technique for training object detectors in a knowledge transfer setting [15, 18, 32, 34, 38, 46] : we want to train object detectors for a set of target classes with only image-level labels, helped by a set of source classes with bounding-box annotations. We build on Multiple Instance Learning (MIL), a popular framework for weakly supervised object localization [29, 8, 2, 7, 10, 40, 42, 36] , and extend it to incorporate knowledge from the source classes. In standard MIL, images are decomposed into object proposals [1, 47, 11] and the process iteratively alternates between re-localizing objects given the current detector, and re-training the detector given the current object locations. During re-localization, typically the highest-scoring proposal for an object class is selected in each image containing it.
Several weakly supervised object localization techniques [8, 7, 31, 37, 40, 38, 45, 49, 4] incorporate a class-generic objectness measure [1, 11] during the relocalization stage, to steer the selection towards objects and away from backgrounds. These works use a manually engineered objectness measure and report an improvement of around 5% correct localizations. As [9] argued, using objectness can be seen as a (weak) form of knowledge transfer, from a generic object appearance prior to the particular target class at hand.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, several works perform class-specific transfer [15, 34, 18, 46] , For each target class, they determine a few most related source classes to transfer from. Some works [15, 34] use the appearance models of the source classes to guide the localization of the target class by scoring proposals with it, similar to the way objectness is used above. Other works [18, 46] instead perform transfer directly on the parameters of a neural network. They first train a neural network for whole-image classification on all source and target classes, then fine-tune the VRXUFH Figure 1 . Illustration of our settings and framework. The source training set is annotated with bounding-boxes. We use this set to train a proposal generator, and then apply it to the target training set, where it produces proposals with scores at different levels of generality, ranging from class-specific to class-generic. We use these to perform MIL with knowledge transfer (Sec. 2.2) on the target training set, using only image-level labels (no bounding-boxes). MIL produces boxes for the target classes, which we use to train an object detector. Finally, we apply the object detector to the target test set (using no labels at all). The performance of our framework is measured both on the target training set (Sec. 3.1) and the target test set (Sec. 3.2).
source classifiers into object detectors, and finally transfer the parameter transformation between whole-image classifiers and object detectors from the source to related target classes, effectively turning them into detectors too. Finally, YOLOv2 [32] jointly trains the source and target class detectors by combining a standard fully supervised loss with a weakly supervised loss (i.e. the highest scored box is considered to be the target class). During training they use hierarchical classification [5, 23, 39] , which implicitly achieves knowledge transfer somewhere in-between class-generic and class-specific.
In this paper we propose a unified knowledge transfer framework for weakly supervised object localization which enables us to explore the complete range of semantic specificity ( Fig. 1 ). We train a single neural network multi-class object detector [28] over all source classes, organized in a semantic hierarchy [35] . This naturally provides highquality proposals and proposal scoring functions at multiple levels in the hierarchy, which we use during MIL on the target classes. The top-level scoring function for 'entity' conceptually corresponds to the objectness measure [1, 11] , but it is stronger, as provided by a neural network properly trained on thousands of images. Compared to previous works using objectness [8, 7, 31, 37, 40, 38, 45, 49, 4] , this leads to much larger performance improvements on the target classes. Compared to other transfer works [15, 32, 34, 18, 46] , our framework enables to explore a broad range of generality of transfer: from the class-generic 'entity' class, from intermediate-level categories such as 'animal' and 'vehicle', and from specific classes such as 'tiger' and 'car'. We achieve this in a simple unified framework, using a single SSD model as source knowledge, where we select the proposal scoring function to be used depending on the target class and the desired level of generality of transfer.
Through experiments on the 200 object classes in the ILSVRC 2013 detection dataset, we demonstrate that: (1) knowledge transfer at any level of generality substantially improve results, with class-generic transfer working best. This is excellent news for practitioners, as they can get strong improvements with a relatively simple modification to standard MIL pipelines. (2) our class-generic knowledge transfer leads to large improvements over a weakly supervised object localization baseline using manually engineered objectness [11] : 70.3% CorLoc vs 50.5% CorLoc on the target training set, 36.9% mAP vs 25.4% mAP on the target test set. (3) our method delivers detectors for the target classes which reach 80% of the mAP of their fully supervised counterparts, trained from manually drawn bounding-boxes. (4) we outperform the best reported transfer learning results on this dataset: +41% CorLoc and +3% mAP over [18, 46] , +16.2% mAP over [32] . Moreover, we also carry out several across-dataset [27, 24, 35] knowledge transfer experiments and find that (5) our technique outperforms the weakly supervised baseline in all dataset pairs by a factor 1.5 × −1.9×, establishing its general applicability.
Method
We now present our technique for training object detectors in a knowledge transfer setting ( Fig. 1 ). In this setting we have a training set T of target classes with only image-level labels, and a training set S of source classes with bounding-box annotations. The goal is to train object detectors for the target classes, helped by knowledge from the source classes.
We start in Section 2.1 by introducing a reference Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) framework, typically used in weakly supervised object localization (WSOL), i.e. when given only the target set T . In Section 2.2 we then explain how we incorporate knowledge from the source classes S into this framework. Finally, Section 2.3 discusses the broad range of levels of transfer that we explore.
Reference Multiple Instance Learning (MIL)
General scheme. For simplicity, we explain here MIL for one target class t ∈ T . The process can be repeated for each target class in turn. The input is a training set I with positive images, which contain the target class, and negative images, which do not. Each image is represented as a bag of object proposals B extracted by a generator such as [1, 11, 47] . A negative image contains only negative proposals, while a positive image contains at least one positive proposal, mixed in with a majority of negative ones. The goals are to find the true positive proposals and to learn an appearance model A t for class t (the object detector). This is solved in an iterative fashion, by alternating between two steps until convergence:
1. Re-localization: in each positive image I, select the proposal b * with the highest score given by the current
2. Re-training: re-train A t using the current selection of proposals from the positive images, and all proposals from negative images.
Features and appearance model. Typical MIL implementations use as appearance model a linear SVM trained on CNN-features extracted from the object proposals [14, 7, 2, 3, 41, 48] .
Initialization In the first iteration many works train the appearance model by using complete images minus a small boundary as positive training examples [6, 7, 30, 36, 29, 22] .
Multi-folding. In a high dimensional feature space the SVM separates positive and negative training examples well, placing most positive samples far from the decision hyperplane. Hence, during re-localization the detector is likely to score the highest on the object proposals which were used as positive training samples in the previous iteration. This leads MIL to get stuck on some incorrect selection in early iterations. To prevent this, [7] proposed multifolding: the training set is split into 10 subsets, and then the re-localization on each subset is done using detectors trained on the union of all other subsets.
Objectness. Objectness was proposed in [1] to measure how likely it is that a proposal tightly encloses an object of any class (e.g. bird, car, sheep), as opposed to background (e.g. sky, water, grass). Since [8] , many WSOL techniques [4, 7, 31, 37, 40, 38, 45, 49] have used an objectness measure [1, 11] to steer the re-localization process towards objects and away from background. Following standard practice, incorporating objectness into Eq (1) leads to: where λ is a weight controlling the trade-off between the class-generic objectness score O and the appearance model A t of the target class t being learned during MIL. Using the objectness score in this manner, previous works typically report an improvement around 5% in correct localizations of the target objects [4, 8, 7, 31, 37, 40, 38, 45, 49 ].
MIL with knowledge transfer
Overview. In the strandard WSOL setting, MIL is applied only on the training set T of target classes with image-level labels. In our setting we also have a training set of source classes S with bounding-box annotations. Therefore we incorporate knowledge from the source classes into MIL and help learning detectors for the target classes ( Fig. 1 ). We train a multi-class object detector over all source classes S organized in a semantic hierarchy, and then apply it to T as a proposal generator. This naturally provides high-quality proposals, as well as proposal scoring functions at multiple levels in the hierarchy. We use these scoring functions during the re-localization stage of MIL on T (Fig. 2) , which greatly helps localizing target objects correctly (Sec. 3).
Our scheme improves over previous usage of manually engineered object proposals and their associated objectness score [1, 11] in WSOL in two ways: (1) by using trained proposals and objectness scoring function trained on source classes; (2) generalizing the common use of a single classagnostic objectness score to a family of proposal scoring functions at multiple levels of semantic specificity. This enables exploring using scoring functions tailored to particular target classes, and at various degrees of relatedness between source and target classes (Sec. 2.3). Below we explain the elements of our approach in more detail.
Training a proposal generator on the source set. We use the Single Shot Detection (SSD) network [28] . SSD starts from a dense grid of 'anchor boxes' covering the image, and then adjusts their coordinates to match objects using regression. This in turn enables substituting Regionof-Interest pooling [16, 13, 33] with convolutions, yielding considerable speed-ups at a small loss of performance [19] .
The SSD implementation we use has Inception-V3 [44] as base network and outputs 1296 boxes per image. We train SSD on the source set S. For each anchor box, SSD regresses to a single output box, along with one confidence score for each source class. Therefore, the proposal set B generated for an image is class-generic. Before training SSD, we first position the source classes S into the Ima-geNet semantic hierarchy H [35] and expand the label space to include all ancestor classes up to the top-level class 'entity' (Fig. 3 ). After this expansion, each object boundingbox has multiple class labels, including its original label from S (e.g. 'bear') and all its ancestors up to 'entity' (e.g. 'placental', 'vertebrate', 'entity'). Hence, we train SSD in a multi-label setting, and we use a sigmoid cross entropy loss for each class separately, instead of the common log softmax loss across classes (which is suited for standard 1of-K classification, e.g. [13, 28, 33] ). Note how this entails that ancestor classes use as training samples the set union of all samples over their descendants in S.
We stress that we use SSD instead of Fast-or Faster-RCNN detectors [13, 33] because these detectors perform class-specific bounding-box regression. That leads to different sets of boxes for each source class, which complicates experiments in our knowledge transfer setting. SSD instead delivers a single set of class-generic boxes, and attaches to each box multiple scores (one per source class).
Knowledge transfer during re-localization. After training SSD on S, we apply it to each image I in the target set T . It produces a set of proposals B and assigns to each proposal b ∈ B scores F s (b, I) at all levels of the hierarchy. More precisely, it assigns a score for each class s ∈ H, including scores for the original leaf classes S, the intermediate-level classes, and the top-level 'entity' class. This top-level score corresponds conceptually to traditional objectness [1, 11] , but is now properly trained.
We use this family of scoring functions F s to compose one particular knowledge transfer function K t (b, I) tailored to each target class t ∈ T . We discuss in Sec. 2.3 four strategies for composing K t . As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we use K t inside the re-localization stage of MIL by generalizing Eq (2) to become:
Note how the special case of K t (b, I) = O (using a standard objectness score [11, 1] ) and B coming from a standard object proposal generator corresponds to WSOL with the reference MIL algorithm (sec. 2.1).
Knowledge transfer functions K t
In this paper we explore knowledge transfer at different levels of semantic generality. For a given target class t, we use the proposal scoring functions F s to compose a knowledge transfer function K t at a desired levels of generality, out of four possible options: class-generic, closest source classes, closest common ancestor, and closest common ancestor with at least n sources.
Class-generic objectness. The most generic way of transferring knowledge is to use the scoring function F entity (b, I) from the top-level class 'entity' in the hierarchy. The idea is that such a generic measure generalizes beyond the source classes it was trained on, and it helps steer the relocalization process towards objects and away from background in the target dataset. This corresponds to the traditional use of objectness in WSOL [8, 7, 31, 37, 40, 38, 45, 49, 4] , but done with a stronger objectness measure trained in a neural network:
In our main experiments, this scoring function is trained on the set union over the training samples of all 100 source classes in the dataset we use (Sec. 3).
Closest source classes. On the other end of the spectrum, we can transfer knowledge from the most similar source classes to the target t, the most common scenario in a knowledge transfer setting [15, 18, 34, 38, 46] . To find these source classes, we consider the position of t in the semantic hierarchy H. We find the closest ancestor a 1 of t whose descendants include at least one source class from S, and then take all leaf-most source classes among its descendants. Often these closest sources are the siblings of t (e.g. lemon for apple in Fig. 3 ), but if t has no siblings in S the procedure backtracks to a higher-level ancestor and takes its descendants instead (e.g. bear and camel for lizard in Fig. 3) . In practice, a target class has a median number of 3 closest source classes in our main experiments (Sec. 3).
We combine the scoring functions of the closest source classes N t into the knowledge transfer function as:
Closest common ancestor. A different way to use the training data from the closest source classes is to directly use the scoring function F a 1 of the closest ancestor a 1 of t who has descendants in S:
The scoring function F a 1 is trained from the set union of the training data over all closest source classes N t (instead of averaging the scoring function outputs in Eq. (5)).
Closest common ancestor with at least n sources. The extreme cases above present a trade-off. The 'entity' class is trained from a lot of samples, but is very generic. In contrast, the closest source classes are more specific to the target, but have less training data to form strong detectors.
Here we propose an intermediate approach: we control the degree of generality of transfer by setting a minimum to the number of source classes an ancestor should have. We define a n as the closest ancestor of t who has at least n source classes as descendants. This generalizes Eq. (6) to:
Note that setting n = |S| leads to to selecting the entity class as ancestor, matching Eq. (4). In our experiments in Sec. 3 we set n = 5, resulting in a median of 10 source classes under the ancestor selected for each target class.
Results on ILSVRC 2013
Dataset. We use ILSVRC 2013 [35] , following exactly the same settings as [18, 46] to enable direct comparisons. We split the ILSVRC 2013 validation set into two subsets val1 and val2, and augment val1 with images from the ILSVRC 2013 training set such that each class has 1000 annotated bounding-boxes in total [14] . ILSVRC 2013 has 200 object classes: we use the first 100 as sources S and second 100 as targets T (classes are alphabetically sorted). As our source training set we use all images of the augmented val1 set which have bounding-box annotations for 100 source classes, resulting in 63k images with 81k bounding-boxes. As target training set we use all images of the augmented val1 set which contain the 100 target classes and remove all bounding-box annotations, resulting in 65k images with 93k image-level labels. In Sec. 3.1 we report results for MIL applied to the target training set. As target test set we use all 10k images of val2 and remove all annotations. In Sec. 3.2 we train a detector from the output of MIL on the target training set, and evaluate it on the target test set. Finally, in Sec. 3.3 we compare to three previous works [18, 46, 32] on knowledge transfer on ILSVRC 2013.
Knowledge transfer to the target training set
We first explore the effects of knowledge transfer for localizing objects in the target training set.
Settings for MIL with knowledge transfer. We train SSD [28] on the source training set and apply it to the target training set to produce object proposals and corresponding scores (Sec. 2.2). Then we apply MIL on the target training set (Sec. 2.2) while varying the knowledge transfer function K t (Sec. 2.3) during re-localization (Eq. (3)).
Following [2, 3, 7, 41, 48] during MIL we describe each object proposals with a 4096-dimensional feature vector using the Caffe implementation [20] of the AlexNet CNN [25] . As customary, we use weights from [20] resulting from training on ILSVRC classification [35] using only image-level labels (no bounding-box annotations). As appearance model we use a linear SVM on these features.
For each knowledge transfer function, we optimize λ in Eq.(3) on the source training set in a cross-validation manner: we subdivide this set in 80 source classes and 20 target classes, run our knowledge transfer framework, and choose the λ which leads to the highest localization performance (CorLoc, see below).
Evaluation measure. We quantify localization performance with Correct Localization (CorLoc) [8] averaged over the target classes T . CorLoc is the percentage of images of class t where the method correctly localizes one of its instances. We consider two Intersection-over-Union (IoU) [12] thresholds: we report CorLoc at IoU > 0.5 (commonly used in the WSOL literature [4, 7, 8, 45] ) and IoU > 0.7 (stricter criterion requiring tight localizations).
Quantitative results. The first two rows of Table 1 report CorLoc on the target training set. As a baseline we use no knowledge transfer function at all. This leads to 41.4% Cor-Loc at IoU > 0.5.
All the forms of knowledge transfer we explore yield massive improvements over the baseline: 27-29% CorLoc increase. Interestingly, simply transferring from the toplevel 'entity' class works best and yields 70.3% CorLoc. This shows that the trade-off between semantic generality and number of source training samples is skewed towards the former. We believe this is excellent news for the practitioner: our experiments show that a simple modification to standard MIL pipelines can lead to dramatic improvements in localization performance (i.e. just change the scoring function used during re-localization to include a strong objectness function trained on the source set).
Knowledge transfer results

EdgeBoxes baseline
Full supervision Knowledge transfer function Kt none closest sources closest ancestor ancestor a 5 class-generic none objectness - When measuring CorLoc at the stricter IoU> 0.7 threshold, the benefits of knowledge transfer are even more pronounced. The baseline without knowledge transfer only brings 20% CorLoc, while class-generic transfer achieves 58.8% CorLoc, almost 3× higher. This suggests that knowledge transfer enables localizing objects with tighter bounding-boxes.
Reference MIL with manually engineered proposals.
In the previous experiments we transferred knowledge from the source classes not only via the knowledge transfer functions, but also by using trained object proposals: the locations of the proposals produced by SSD on the target training set are influenced by the locations of the objects in the source training set.
To eliminate all forms of knowledge transfer, we perform here experiments using the same MIL framework as before, but now using untrained, manually engineered Edge-Box proposals [11] . Without using any objectness function during re-localization (Eq. (1)), this baseline obtains 39.4% CorLoc at IoU > 0.5. In contrast, our SSD proposals without any knowledge transfer function yields 41.4% CorLoc. This shows that trained object proposal locations helps only a little. Furthermore, using also the untrained, class-generic objectness of Edgeboxes during re-localization (Eq. (2)) results in 50.5% CorLoc, an improvement of 11%. In contrast, our trained class-generic knowledge transfer yields 70.3% CorLoc, a much higher improvement of 29%. This system (MIL with EdgeBoxes and Objectness) is the reference MIL of Sec. 2.1, which represents a standard WSOL method without learned knowledge transfer functions.
The above experiments demonstrate that the major reason for the performance improvement brought by our knowledge transfer scheme is the knowledge transfer functions, not the trained proposals.
A closer look at closest sources. The previous section showed that class-generic transfer outperforms classspecific transfer in our experiments. As this may seem counter-intuitive, we investigate here whether our closest source strategy could be improved.
Above we used distance in the WordNet hierarchy to find the closest source classes to a target, which reflects semantic similarity rather than visual similarity. Here we perform an additional experiment using visual similarity instead. We extract whole-image features on the source and target training sets using an AlexNet [25] classification network pretrained on ILSVRC classification [35] . For each class, we closest source strategy CorLoc IoU > 0.5 WordNet hierarchy 68.5 Visual similarity 68.0 Best source upper-bound 69.6
class-generic 70.3 Table 2 . Knowledge Transfer using different ways to determine the closest source class. Even the upper-bound does not outperform class-generic knowledge transfer.
average the features of all its training images. For each target class, the closest source class is the one with the most similar averaged features, measured in Euclidean distance.
We also compute an upper-bound performance by selecting for each target class the source class that leads to the highest CorLoc on the target training set. This is the best possible source. Note how this experiment needs groundtruth bounding-boxes on the target training set to select a source class, and so it is not a valid strategy in practice. It is only intended to reveal the upper-bound that any way of selecting a source specific to a target cannot exceed.
The results in Tab. 2 show that using either semantic similarity or visual similarity yields similar results: 68.5% and 68.0% CorLoc respectively. Using the best source class improves moderately over both automatic ways to select a source class (69.6% CorLoc). Interestingly, even the best source class does not outperform class-generic knowledge transfer (70.3% CorLoc). This is likely due to the fact that individual source classes have too little training data to form strong detectors, whereas the class-generic objectness model benefits from a very large training set (effectively the set union of all sources).
Correlation between semantic similarity and improvement. We now investigate whether there is a relation between the improvements brought by our class-generic knowledge transfer on a particular target class, and its semantic similarity to the source classes. We measure semantic similarity by the widely used Lin similarity [26] on WordNet (same hierarchy as ImageNet). For each target class in T , the horizontal axis in Fig. 4 reports the similarity of the most similar source class in S. The vertical axis reports the absolute CorLoc improvement on the target training set, over the no-transfer baseline.
Interestingly, we observe no significant correlation between CorLoc improvement and semantic similarity. This suggests that this knowledge transfer function, trained on a large set of 100 diverse source classes, is truly class generic. 
Object detection on the target test set
We now train an object detector from the boundingboxes produced on the target training set by MIL. We train a Faster-RCNN detector [33] with Inception-ResNet [43] as base network. We apply it to the target test set and report mean Average Precision (mAP) [12, 35] .
As Tab. 1 shows, mAP on the test set correlates very well with CorLoc on the training set. At IoU> 0.5, the best results are brought by our class-generic transfer method (36.9% mAP), strongly improving over the notransfer baseline (23.2%) and the EdgeBoxes + objectness baseline (25.4%) . Results at IoU> 0.7 reveal an interesting phenomenon: both baselines fail to train an object detector that localizes objects accurately enough (7.0% mAP for notransfer, 11.0% mAP for EdgeBoxes + objectness). Instead, our class-generic knowledge transfer scheme succeeds even at this strict threshold. Its mAP (27.2%) is around 4× and 2.5× higher than the baselines. To put our results in context, we also report mAP when training on the target training set with ground-truth bounding-boxes, which acts as an upper-bound ('full supervision' in Tab. 1). At IoU > 0.5 and IoI > 0.7, our scheme reaches 80% and 86% of this upper-bound, respectively.
These experiments consolidates our findings and shows that our simple class-generic transfer strategy is effective in improving the performance of object detectors for target classes for which only image-level labels are available. [18, 46, 32] We now compare our technique to two transfer learning works [18, 46] using the exact same dataset with the same source and target training splits as in [18, 46] Table 3 . Comparison of our results to [18, 46] at IoU > 0.5. All numbers presented in this table use AlexNet [25] as base network. Tang et al. [46] does not report CorLoc. 46 ] and our MIL method all use the same base network (AlexNet [25] ) to produce feature descriptors for proposals. Hence, they are directly comparable.
Comparison to
In terms of performance on the target test set, in order to make a fair comparison to [18, 46] , we train a Fast-RCNN detector model [13] using the same base network: AlexNet [25] (as opposed to the results in Tab. 1, which use a stronger detector). Our method leads to detectors performing at 23.3 mAP on the target test set, improving over the 20.0 by [46] and 18.1 by [18] . Moreover, our method is also much simpler: just insert a properly trained class-generic objectness scoring function into standard MIL pipelines.
We also compare to YOLOv2 following their settings (Section 4 in [32] ): COCO train as the source training set, ImageNet-classification as the target training set, and ILSVRC-detection validation as the target test set. In our setup we subsample ImageNet-classification by randomly selecting up to 1K images for each of the 200 target classes.
In the spirit of knowledge transfer, [32] report results over the 156 target classes that are not present in COCO. On those classes, our method yields 32.2 mAP, substantially better than the 16.0 mAP of [32] .
We note that the object detection model that we use seems approximately comparable to YOLOv2 (Table 3 of [32] ). This shows that our improvement is due to better transfer learning.
Generalization across datasets
The experiments in Sec. 3 suggest a relatively easy recipe for knowledge transfer for WSOL: train a strong classgeneric proposal generator on a source training set with object bounding-boxes, and use its proposals and scores inside MIL on a target set with only image-level labels. We demonstrate here this recipe in several cross-dataset experiments, going beyond within-dataset transfer typically shown in previous works [15, 18, 34, 38, 46] .
For these experiments, we switch to a stronger object proposal generator than SSD with Inception-V3: Faster-RCNN [33] with Inception-ResNet [43] . Note that considering a single class-generic 'entity' class avoids the technical problem raised in Sec. 2.2, as Faster-RCNN will now output a single set of proposals, along with a single score (for objectness). The rest of our framework remains unaltered.
As source training sets we use: (1) Table 4 . MIL + Knowledge transfer across datasets: CorLoc results for IoU > 0.5 and > 0.7 on target datasets. Even knowledge transfer from the small PASCAL 2007 trainval works better than the baseline of EdgeBoxes with objectness. Generally, transfer works better when the source training set contains more classes. Note that CorLoc when transferring from ILSVRC 2013 source train to ILSVRC 2013 target train is higher than in Tab. 1 due to using a stronger proposal generator.
(20 classes, 5011 images). As target training sets we use (1) the ILSVRC 2013 target training set as defined in Sec. 3 (100 classes, 65k images), (2) the COCO 2014 training set [27] (80 classes, 83k images), and (3) the Open Images V2 dataset [24] , combining the validation and test set [24] (600 classes, 167k images). In this experiment we do not try to remove source classes from the target training sets. Tab. 4 presents our across-dataset results and the MIL baseline using EdgeBoxes [11] with objectness (Sec. 2.1). We observe that the knowledge transfer method considerably outperform the baseline for all dataset pairs. This is especially true at IoU > 0.7, where even using the small PAS-CAL VOC 2007 dataset as source yields 1.6-2.6× higher CorLoc than the baseline. Furthermore, using more source classes is consistently better for all target datasets: ILSVRC 2013 (100 classes) is the best source, followed by COCO 2014 (80 classes), and then by PASCAL VOC 2007 (20 classes). This is despite COCO 2014 train having many more object instances (605k boxes) than the ILSVRC 2013 source train set (81k boxes). We conclude that our knowledge transfer strategy works much better than the weakly supervised baseline and generalizes well across datasets.
Conclusions
We proposed a unified knowledge transfer framework for weakly supervised object localisation, which enabled exploring knowledge transfer functions ranging from classspecific to class-generic. Our experiments on ILSVRC [35] demonstrate: (1) knowledge transfer at any level of generality substantially improve results, with class-generic knowledge transfer working best. (2) class-generic knowledge transfer leads to large improvements over a weakly supervised baseline using manually engineering objectness [11] : +19.8% CorLoc and +11.5% mAP. (3) our method delivers target class detectors reaching 80% of the accuracy of their fully supervised counterparts. (4) we outperform the best reported transfer learning results on this dataset: +41% Cor-Loc and +3% mAP over [18, 46] , +16.2% mAP over [32] . Moreover, across-dataset [27, 24, 35] experiments demonstrate (5) the general applicability of our technique.
